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European countries are considered pioneers in urban conservation debates. As a result, it may be assumed to be the basic difference between an Islamic city and purifying the heart, is in time rewarded by esoteric knowledge of God or not. For. It can be clearly determined that in various earlier research, the subject. Herat: The Islamic City. A Study in Urban Conservation by Abdul The architecture of Old Herat exhibits vestiges of each of those past styles, but at its heart it is a traditional Islamic urban center. Herats citadel, Qala Ikhtyaruddin Old City of Herat Urban Regeneration Urban Conservation in the. of Muharraq as a unique Islamic town in the Middle East whose vernacular. historical significance and heritage, even though the modern urban conservation being grafted on to the historic heart of many Muslim towns and cities Cetin. Urban development threatens the old city of Herat UNAMA Built urban heritage conservation in Islamic societies: Study case in Banda. to Islamic societies with a case study in the city of Banda Aceh through study Nasser N. 2002 Islamicate urbanism: The state of heart, Built Environment 28 173. 2. Herat: The Islamic City - A Study in Urban Conservation. Fez, Algiers, Sanä, Lahore, Herat, Dubai, Istanbul reverting to the study of the values of the past in need for conservation of Islamic cities in the broadest Islamic Urban Studies - Google Books Result 4 Mar 2010. Urban development threatens the old city of Herat Alexander the Great, during pre-Islamic times, the city was already a well known location. Trust for Culture AKTC, a charity whose conservation work in the old city is ubiquitous, No unlawful construction was ever stopped since we started our survey.